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A New Heart for Life Sciences
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This week's announcement of Dicerna Pharmaceuticals moving to anchor
King Street Properties' new Alewife development is further proof the area is
turning into a new life sciences node in Cambridge. (Mad scientists, take
note.)

The Alewife district, where industrial tenants once dominated, has become
home to some life science companies in recent years. But King Street's
$112M, 285k SF complex creates a critical mass of biotech/pharma space
for tenants who don't want to pay Kendall Square rents but want to belong
to this global science center, says the firm's founder Tom Ragno. The
importance of a Cambridge address on company letterhead can't be
over-estimated, he says. (The general rule is that nobody reads the letter
anymore, so the letterhead says it all.) Access to the city's PhD-filled labor
market, academic, and healthcare expertise is an advantage. Residential is
following: 1,500 new apartments are being developed by major national
investors like Hines, GID, and Hanover.
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A year ago, Tom and his partner, Steve Lynch, came to an agreement with
Pfizer to buy the buildings when the pharma giant did its relo to 610 Main St
in Kendall Square, which it recently completed. The deal for 87 and 200
Cambridgepark Dr finally closed at the end of June. Tom says they bought
the asset at “a good basis” with plenty of room to improve it. Bonus: Pfizer
had installed and meticulously maintained “trophy infrastructure” when it
came to power, air handling, and waste treatment. 

Two weeks ago, King Street started $50M of construction to transform
what was Pfizer's cloistered campus into an open, multi-tenant forum for
exchanging ideas. It's building a new entrance, dining area, fitness center,
and bike storage space as well. Dicerna, which is relocating from
Watertown, gets expansion space and a place “in the dynamic Cambridge
biotech community,” its chief business officer Jim Weissman says.
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Behind the Deal: DSF's Mega Danvers Buy
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Not all blockbuster multifamily deals are urban. DSF Group's
recent $109M purchase of a 433-apartment complex in
suburban Danvers from AvalonBay tops the charts for the
highest price paid in the metro area this yer. DSF prez Josh
Solomon tells us it's well worth it. The lack of quality rental
assets is “staggering,” says Josh, whose private fund has
acquired $500M of multifamily assets over the past year and
is active in DC. Avalon Danvers is visible from Route 1,
while the area has solid job growth, 24/7 activity, and
proximity to Boston. Rents are less than half of those
downtown, he says.

 

DSF will re-brand the property as Halstead Danvers
introduce cutting-edge technology and more resident
services; renovate; and expand the amenities
new state-of-the-art health and fitness center, a yoga studio,
a virtual golf and boxing studio, a movie theater, and a
resident lounge. (As long as they don't mistake the boxing
studio for the a different room and start swinging.) In the
spring, AvalonBay asked IPA Boston brokers 
Robinson, Philip Lamere (above), and Jennifer Athas
find a buyer for the Danvers asset.  This was the team's 
deal on their new platform at IPA (Intuitional Property
Advisors—not to be confused with the beer). 
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Druker Says It's Time to Build

It's only fitting that we nabbed one of Boston's most experienced (and
cautious) developers and owners in town to speak about new office
development at Bisnow's Future of Downtown Summit on Aug. 13. The
Druker Co president Ron Druker will join Millennium Partners' Tony
Pangaro in a keynote addressing development and the changing nature of
Downtown Crossing. Ron's seen it all and says rents are hitting the right
numbers to soon mobilize shovels. He expects to start building a $170M,
250k SF retail/office project at 350 Boylston St “sooner rather than later”
and is planning another $180M, 302k SF building in the South End. As
more tenants look for downtown space, they'll find few new,
environmentally sound office properties, he says. To hear more, register
now.
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Do Developers Charge
Development Fees?

Bisnow's exclusive, new 150-page
Research Report on Capital Structures
finds that, in addition to promotes, 
developers earn an acquisition fee
their deals. In the slide here, you can see what
percentage of developers take on average on all
kinds of fees, from property management to
leasing. To see over 100 slides 
illustrating how investors and developers are
investing and raising capital, we invite you to
purchase our exceptional new research report
here.

Don't Miss Bisnow's
Future of Downtown Event!

It's one of the hottest places to be in our city, so
Bisnow is thrilled to hold our first-ever 
Future of Downtown event on 
Hyatt Regency Boston. The event will kick off with
a keynote interview featuring The Druker Co prez
Ronald Druker and Millennium Partners Boston
principal Anthony Pangaro, followed by some
great discussions on new developments
horizon, challenges and opportunities
area, and much more. Plenty of networking
Register here.
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